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Please Note: Future Content Disclaimer

   IBM’s statements regarding its plans, directions, and intent are subject to change or 
withdrawal without notice at IBM’s sole discretion. 

   Information regarding potential future products is intended to outline our general 
product direction and it should not be relied on in making a purchasing decision. 

   The information mentioned regarding potential future products is not a commitment, 
promise, or legal obligation to deliver any material, code or functionality. Information 
about potential future products may not be incorporated into any contract. The 
development, release, and timing of any future features or functionality described for 
our products remains at our sole discretion.

   Performance is based on measurements and projections using standard IBM 
benchmarks in a controlled environment.  The actual throughput or performance that 
any user will experience will vary depending upon many factors, including 
considerations such as the amount of multiprogramming in the user's job stream, the 
I/O configuration, the storage configuration, and the workload processed.  Therefore, 
no assurance can be given that an individual user will achieve results similar to 
those stated here.
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IBM Business Analytics FCM Solution:
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IBM takes a holistic approach to FCM
CLOSECLOSE CONSOLIDATECONSOLIDATE REPORT & 

File
REPORT & 

File

IBM Business 
Analytics is 
optimized to work 
together in 
integrated 
solutions with open 
architecture on a 
highly scalable 
platform to obtain 
time, control and 
confidence. 

First Mile Consolidation Last Mile

• Data Input & Changes

• Collect From 
Subsidiaries 
(Financial & 
Operational Data_ 

Closing Process
(Consolidation System)

• Close Sub Ledgers 
and Systems

• Account 
Reconciliation

• Intercompany 
transactions

• Prepare journal 
entries: accruals
& adjustments

Closing Process
(Accounting Processes)

Compliance & Control

• Create single 
currencies

• Minority interest 
holdings

• Intercompany 
eliminations

• Group closing adj.

• Management 
adjustments

• Allocations

• Advanced
formula calculations

Internal controls &
compliance testing

Consolidation 
(Consolidation System)

Internal Reporting

• Financial reporting 
adjustments

• Cash flow & other 
preparation

External Reporting

• Financial statements 
with integrated notes 
disclosure

• Publish  highly 
formatted quarterly, 
annual reports, press 
releases

• Tagging of data

Reporting
(Consolidation System)

Disclosure 
Management 

& Tagging (CDM)
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IBM Cognos Controller

 Application Configuration Approach
 Financed Operated/Managed
 Rapid Time to Value

Built-in Consolidation Engine and  
Methodology

No programming necessary

Multi Jurisdictional GAAP Reporting

Familiar Web & Excel User Interface

Consolidation Workflow

260+ Working Reports – Out of the Box
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Issues with Manual FCM and Manual Narrative Performance 
Reporting

Disclosure
Management
& Tagging

Planning
Modeling

Budgeting
Forecasting

Consolidation
& Reporting

The Last Mile

FCM

Narrative
Performance
Reporting

 Combining financial results with narrative information difficult

 Existing report writing systems incomplete

 MS Word & MS Excel shared via e-mail or server

 Manual processes 

 High degree of risk, little or no security, controls, audit trail or transparency

 Same fire-drill each reporting period
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Experts agree – manual processes contain risks

From our work in the current year, we established that 95% of the excel 
spreadsheets examined had errors out of which 80% 
had significant monetary errors (i.e. spreadsheet gives an incorrect 
result). 
Source: PwC, 2011

  Risk Elements

Source: Forrester Research, Inc.

 Error

 Fraud

 Overdependence

 Incorrect interpretation

 Lack of enterprise 
interoperability

 Lack of accuracy

 Productivity

 Compliance

 Financial loss

 Legal challenges

 Loss of stock value

 Loss of reputation

 Fines and penalties

 Job loss

Many enterprises struggle with slide version control 
as a significant business issue — not just a productivity issue at the 
individual information worker level. For example, business units often find it extremely 
difficult to ensure that appropriate content, such as a correct financial statement is in the 
slide.

Source: Forrester, 2007

Spreadsheets, a fact of life in most enterprises’ 
financial business processes, form the core 
operations tool of many organizations around finance, 
treasury, reconciliations, portfolio and asset management, audit, and risk management, 
to name a few. 

Source: Forrester, 2008

   Outcomes 

Document
Managers

Report 
Consumers

Contributors

Approvers

Reviewers
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IBM Cognos CDM – a single, secure platform for enterprise 
reporting & disclosure management

 Proactively prepare for continuing growth of global regulatory, 
statutory and investor demands for more transparency and 
disclosure

 Ensure proper controls, audit trail and transparency into each step of 
the reporting process

 Enforce global process ownership through standardized and 
streamlined finance operations

 Enable collaboration between team members in a secure 
environment

 Spend less time on admin and bean-counting processes… And more 
time focusing on tasks that enable your organization to make better, 
more intelligent decisions
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IBM Cognos CDM – How it works

IBM Cognos 
CDMConsolidations

ERP

Data Warehouse

Contributors
Document 
Managers

        
Report

      Collaborate/Edit/Approve   Collect

Compliance 
Checklists

Security

Business
Rules

OLAP

AuditorsReviewers

• Regulatory reports & industry 
submissions

• Statutory accounts production and filing
• Monthly/quarterly board books
• Internal formatted management reports
• CEO/CFO Packages
• Press releases & announcements
• Stock exchange submissions
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 Dynamic reports automatically update in near real-time from authentic data sources
 24 x 7 access to authentic enterprise data without involving IT

Integrate with authentic 
enterprise data sets

Data flows to reports in CDM

IBM Cognos CDM –Reports integrated to authentic data sources
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Automate and Control Excel-based Processes

 Pull data from multiple datasets into a single, secure database with automatic 
reconciliation

Go from an environment with - 

 Lack of overall visibility

 No audit trail

 Inefficient Processes

 Risk of Errors

 Collaboration is difficult

To a solution that leverages:

 Enhanced collaboration

 Complete visibility over each step in the process

 No more manual data collection and checking – now a highly efficient process

 Reduced risk of errors

 Automatic rollover to next period

From our work in the current year, we established that 95% of the excel 

spreadsheets examined had errors out of which 80% had 

significant monetary errors (i.e. spreadsheet gives an incorrect result). 

Source: PwC, 2011
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IBM Cognos Disc Mgmt – Ensure single version of the truth

Consolidated GAAP Financial 
Statements and Footnotes

MD&A

Operational & Risk Measures

Asset Management

BU 1Sales & Revenue

BU 2 Sales & Revenue

Plan and Forecast Data

Executive Compensation

CEO/CFO packs     Board Books       Monthly close package reports

Regulatory & Statutory reports Plan & Forecast packsKey

15
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 Local & regional statutory reporting

 Global XBRL tagging & filing requirements

 GAAP to IFRS conversion

 Internal performance reporting and file 
management

 Controls & compliance requirements

 Public sector budgets and annual reports

 Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) reports

 Stock Exchange reporting requirements

How do customers use IBM CDM?

16
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Product Demo – IBM Cognos Disclosure Mgmt
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CFOs main challenges (CFO-study2013):

 Finance efficiency     Business Insight

40%
of enterprises produce 
finance metrics manually 

50%
of its time on transactional 
activities

35%

55% 
aren't satisfied with their 
operational planning and 
forecasting analytical capability 

50% 
manually produce 
operational metrics 

50% 
lack a common planning 
platform 

Today’s issues

30%30%
lack the necessary common 
data definitions and 
processes 

45% 
are poor to average at 
anticipating external forces 

of the companies interviewed 
lack a common reporting 
platform 
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